Asset Tracking and Equipment
Rental Management

Rental asset workflow automation from receipt to return

Healthcare facilities are often challenged with effectively managing the processes and costs associated with the use of specialty
rental assets. CenTrak’s enterprise asset management software offers a purpose-built rental workflow module specifically
designed to automate the intake and return process for all rental equipment. Knowing where the equipment is located and
more importantly, knowing when they are scheduled to be returned, empowers hospital staff to proactively manage the rental
process and avoid excess rental charges post patient use. This add-on feature is available today and can be deployed to your
CenTrak Activate application quickly and efficiently.
Ineffective management of rental equipment often leads to hundreds of thousands of dollars in avoidable expense. With the
rental module enabled, we commonly see clients cut their rental costs by more than 75%!

How it Works
When a rental piece of equipment arrives at the hospital, it
gets added to the Activate Rental Module with a temporary
RTLS tag and relevant information about the asset; device
type, serial # and even the patient MRN it was ordered for,
along with its estimated return date. The rentals dashboard
will take care of the rest. Rental assets are easily tracked and
managed and as estimated return dates approach, designated
recipients receive automated notifications to check on the
status of each, thus ensuring rental assets do not remain on
site after their intended use has ended. The rental module
works great for specialty beds and surfaces, wound-vacs,
respiratory therapy equipment and so much more!

What You Need to Get Started
Once CenTrak completes a current state workflow analysis of
the rental process at your facility, we will enable and configure
the rental module to go to work on your behalf. Enabling it
can be done in under 1 week, including staff training.
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